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Puritan Tribulation and the 
Protestant History Play 
Stephen Longstaffe 

There is a strong contemporary consensus that in early modem England 
there was not a widespread and intentionally repressive censorship or 
regulatory regime; rather, analysis of specific cases shows that interven
tions were often quite exceptional responses to particular crises. To use a 
military metaphor, this was 'smart' censorship, suppression precisely 
targeted in order to minimize collateral damage. One of the advantages of 
the 'suppression' model, Cyndia Clegg argues, is that it avoids the 
assumption that 'imaginative writer', 'Catholic apologist', and 'religious 
reformer' all wrote under the same constraints.1 All the same, such a 
model is not always useful when the 'imaginative writer' does not steer 
clear of the material of the 'religious reformer'. The Protestant history play 
of the late Elizabethan and early Jacobean era is, I will argue, an example 
of 'smart' suppression of religious writings (and, indeed, the larger 
campaigns against non-conformists of which they were part) inflicting a 
largely underestimated amount of collateral damage upon the stage. In 
tum, I will argue that one particular late-Elizabethan satirical project -the 
stage representation of the puritan - was itself enabled by this collateral 
damage. 

Critics tend to see the history of the early modem London theatre 
through Globe-tinted spectacles. I should, therefore, like to make clear 
that although the opening of this essay is concerned with Sir John 
Oldcastle, and what a mysterious change of name might tell us about the 
representation of the stage 'puritan' in the 1590s and beyond, it will only 
touch peripherally upon Shakespeare's plays. The name change is in 1 Sir

John Oldcastle, written for the Admiral's Men at the Rose by Munday, 
Drayton, Wilson and Hathaway, which announces itself as a reply to 
Shakespeare's Falstaff plays, claiming to present 'fair truth' in contrast to 
Shakespeare's 1forged invention'. Oldcastle, however, introduces one 
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places the play with Dr Faustus, Friar Bacon, John of Bordeaux and John A

Kent as a 'wise man pl�y'. For Honigmann, More's death is not a 
martyrdom but a '!_al_!_'. which allows him to display his 'spedal gifts': 'his 

· quiet dignity, his independence of mind, courage, wit, and-hlS-ifilpressive
dasslessness, equally at ease with earls and artisans'.64 Munday's
involvement in the play, given his well-known antipathy to Catholicism
and employment as a pursuivant, thus presents less of a puzzle, because

'1 More's Catholicism no longer disqualified him from sympathetic public 
portrayal, and indeed was not a necessary component of such a portrayal. 

To 1de-Catholicize'_MQr���--concern wit_l_l_fr�edo!Il_ of __ conscience is not 
Il��essarilyto sgc:ularize him, however. In fact, the non-;p�cificity of the 
'articles' More refuses not only plays down the Catholic grounds of his 
disobedience to Henry VIII, but also enables an interpretation of his 
situation as paralleling that of those Protestants subject to Whitgift's 
much more topical 'articles'. 65 In other words, paradoxically, the play' s 

{refusal to explore the Catholic nature of More's conscientious disobe
)dience, as well as enabling it to be read by modern critics as a proto-liberal 

N:r�- (l'-\1�-i.J ;exploration of the ���1:1�1_s_.E;,��al __ rig_ht to freedom o_f conscience,
�,�_r.{C,r: .also makes a topical and sped.fie interpretation ffiore pOSSible. - ---

.. This interpretation might be approached as follows. The Act to Retain 
the Queen's Subjects in Obedience was passed in the spring of 1593, at the 
same time as anti-alien feeling was at its height. It bracketed non
ccmformin_g___p_rntestants . with .C.atholic recusants, and in doing so 
redefined political dissidence to include the , ��!�, conscientious 
maction of the subject. This 'Catholicip_gg'. qf Protestant dissent was 
particularly ironic given that anti-Catholicism was a distinguishing 
feature of both reformers and separatists, whose objections to the 
established church were precisely to its unreformed papist elements. 
Records of the proceedings in parliament, and the books and petitions of 
reformers and separatists, remain, but though there is little evidence of 
how Whitgift's campaigns, culminating in the 1593 Act, impacted upon 
the nation at large, it is dear that it affected many more lives than anti
alien feeling in some parts of London. How migbt the stage have refracted 
such a vital issue? 

Given Whitgift's hard-line approach to censorship, his recent interest in 
the theatres, and Munday's dependence upon him, producing, say, Sir

John Oldcastle in this year would have been impossible. But if now more 
Protestants were effectively recusants, then the two categories themselves 
blurred. The anti-Catholic Munday produced a play focused on the 
prominent recusant Sir Tb.om_as __ Mo.r.e.,J,ecause AfFr the J 5� his 
sin,at:iQil_w.as .mologou_,; to that_ of thg��Prptestant refQIUL�who, though 
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they insisted that church government was not a matter for royal 
prerogative, found themselves redefined as the enemy within. The play 
can be seen, in this context, to present the consequences for a man of J.1igh 7,,,._r1 ,\·:;i,.'.J 
degree of the redefinition of the political to.include the _private ,,,,c,.;>·". 
Con-science's dissent from 'artic;les'. The ni'-May ·oay �SCen€s,, on this��,::,;� 
interpretation, not only refract the topicality of anti-alien murmurings, Ci•'''

but present, at length, More's articulate and ;wise loyal governance. The 
play seeks to make an absolute separation of loyalty from conscience,-�,,-so -, s 
public fro�J:�����-_l�e. More is willing to retire from··offi.Cf�"-i:rllt-Il;t to �;�!:C

Jt

abjure his principles. Tilney's interventions into the later as well as the -JJ,.;t. ,,...,;-,,�"'- t;c_
earlier parts of the play can thus be traced to topical pressures, albeit ,:,1<r+·3}
differing ones, pressures which perhaps also help to explain the ;:'12--::_,:, i)

w\fu,P.,_ 

differences between the Falkner scenes. 
My account of More has assumed a deliberate attempt to stage a religious 

persecutio_ri_�t? .. tin:le.wh�n.this.w_;;s verr topii::al. Though attributing 
intentional oppositional stances to writers risks revisiting some of the 
relatively unsophisticated historicist interpretations of the last century, it 
is worth noting that both these plays were written by syndicates 
containing a writer with radical Protestant associations (Dekker and 
Wilson). More to the point, Anthony Munday, the writer employed by 
Whitgift to hunt out Marprelate and papists, a man consequently familiar 
with the leading Protestants of his day, worked on both (and indeed, may 
have acquired one of the sources for More from the confiscated papers of a 
recusant). 66 Whatever his personal morality, Munday was extremely well 
placed to understand how far a play could go, though this in itself still 
begs questions. But even if it were possible to provide a definite origin for 
the two plays I have discussed, it would still be clear that writers and 
censors understood that there were contingent limitations to the staging 
of religious history. The influence of the observance, rather than the 
breach, of these limitations is often overlooked because the contingent is 
mistaken for the necessary. Polemical orthodoxy looks like common sense 
once the limits on heterodox expression are forgotten. Censorship, 
and the power behind it, removes the satire of puritans from its dialogue 
with Foxean counter-justification evidenced through persecution, and 
reversibly, deprives Foxean plays of their own polemical topicality. The 
result is an early modem theatre in which, if the great Globe itself 
should disappear, not a wrack would be left behind. 

Notes 

1. Cyndia Susan Clegg, Press Censorship in Elizabethan England (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1997), pp. 222-3. 








